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Art is one of the best scenarios to prove the real truth behind prejudices and clichés. In it we find 

paradoxes that require a more detailed look of what we have before our eyes. At least this is what one 

thinks the objective should be of the immense tribute being paid this year to El Greco, one of our most 

celebrated artists. If I speak of paradoxes it is because it’s curious to find that the first genius of the 

Spanish school should be a man that did not put his feet in Spain until he was more than thirty years 

old. 

 

There is no better way to undo the beaten track of clichés than through a great retrospective 

exhibition, like the one being dedicated to El Greco all over Toledo. Like any good retrospective, this 

ambitious show aims to be a re-examination of the artist’s oeuvre, not a mere, mesmerised 

acclamation. The title chosen by the historian and curator Fernando Marías, El griego de Toledo (The 

Greek From Toledo), is quite indicative in itself because it focuses on one of the key aspects of the 

artist: his perpetual condition of foreigner. We must not forget that the Greek from Toledo had also 

been the Greek from Venice. Because there he was never a fully Italian painter, despite being a 

follower of Titian. In his mind there must no doubt have remained the remnants of his beginnings as a 

painter of religious icons in his native Crete. A foreigner always, an Easterner and Westerner at the 

same time, there is not one unique Greco, but many coexisting all at once. If this is true of all great 

artists, the case of El Greco is an especially clear case. 

 

Through the history of art we become aware of the slippery character of identities, like the historian 

and art critic Francisco Calvo Serraller emphasises in his latest book, La invención del arte español (The 

Invention of Spanish Art). This essay takes the late discovery of Spanish art as a reference point, a 

process which began to take place at the beginning of the 19th century, although it was not until 1865 

that its classical narrative was established. It was then that Édouard Manet visited the Prado Museum 

and pointed out the three fundamental figures of Spanish art: El Greco, Velázquez and Goya. Since 

then, the history of Spanish art has almost invariably rested on these three geniuses, which is why we 

could claim that Spanish art was, in truth, a French invention. 

 

In his prologue, Serraller warns against the unfounded nationalistic responses this statement could 

cause since, in truth, a historical narrative is always an invention or, perhaps, an agreement at which 

we arrive in order to put the events of the past into some kind of order. In the case of Spanish art, this 
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invention had much to do with the time when it was invented. It was one of the many products of the 

Romantic fascination with the exotic. The pull of Spain proved irresistible for the young Romantics, 

who fled their industrially developing nations and travelled to a land which they imagined as being full 

of penitents and bandoleros. On top of that, it was also an entrance point to the Arab world. The 

relative ignorance of Spain by foreigners had had much to do with the isolation derived from the 

country’s imperial decline. The fact that it had become the fiercest supporter of the Counter-

Reformation had given way to an art that was contrary to the classical Western canon, which proved a 

great discovery for European painters. There was no nineteenth-century avant-garde that was not, to a 

greater or lesser extent, influenced by the Spanish school. 

 

The fact that the greatest vindication of Spanish art came from outside Spain speaks volumes of the 

validity of ‘pure identities’. It is interesting to see how time plays an equally important role as 

geography when it comes to defining these identities. Like Calvo Serraller has already explored on 

other occasions, the discovery of Spanish art was made not only late, but also in inverted chronological 

order. The first to be recognised was Goya, a near contemporary of the Romantics. After him, 

Velázquez and, later still, El Greco. This demonstrates how history can sometimes tell us more about 

the historian and his time than about the events he is trying to relate. The case of El Greco is especially 

eloquent. The story of his fame reveals the evolution of aesthetic taste throughout history: during the 

17th century he was praised by the most refined connoisseurs of painting as well as by poets like 

Góngora; in the 18th century he was repudiated by the Enlightenment; he was then fully vindicated 

again by the avant-garde artists of the beginning of the 1900s. If El Greco was the sum of at least three 

identities –Greek, Italian, Spanish–, the amount of interpretations that have been made of his oeuvre 

is nearly equal to the number of people who have seen his paintings. 

 

All artistic canons or inventions have their advantages and disadvantages. In the case of Spanish art, 

Manet’s lucid interpretation brought about a vindication, but also the heavy weight of clichés. The 

most notable among them is, without doubt, what we could call ‘Spanishness’. It would seem that, 

even today, Spanish art is expected to be, above all, Spanish. This would explain why the two most 

celebrated artists outside Spain today –Miquel Barceló and Pedro Almodóvar– are two clear examples 

of what some foreigners refer to as ‘typically Spanish.’ I’m not sure to what extent Spain’s cultural 

authorities are willing to undo this stereotype, which seems to relegate many great artists to an unfair 

second spot. A few examples may serve to illustrate the matter: how many people outside Spain are 

familiar with Tàpies and how many with the work of Pablo Palazuelo? How many are familiar with 

Antonio Saura and how many with Gerardo Rueda? How many with Chillida and how many with 

Oteiza? 

 

In the end, what really keeps an art historian going is not the purity of a certain school, but rather its 

capacity to absorb and disseminate influences. The new view which, according to Serraller, should 

guide art historians is one with no geographical or temporal boundaries, exposing art in all its insoluble 

complexity. In this sense, it will be very interesting to visit the exhibition El Greco y la Pintura Moderna 

(El Greco and Modern Painting), which will be inaugurated in the Prado Museum on June 24th. There 

we will see the artist’s works hanging alongside some of his most modern admirers, from the German 

Expressionists to Antonio Saura and Jackson Pollock. The show will demonstrate that there are no 

spatial or temporal boundaries capable of containing great art. 

 

Of course there is such as a thing as ‘Spanish art’, but it would mean nothing if we didn’t take into 

account all the influences received from outside our borders. The case of El Greco, a painter born in 



 

 

Crete that gave birth to a whole ‘Spanish school’, is an especially significant case, but by no means a 

rare exception. Let us take as examples the fact that the most important painter in 17th-century Britain 

was the Flemish Van Dyck, or that the artist who fixed the image of classicistic Roman landscape 

painting was a Frenchman, Claude Lorraine. Without doubt, art is one of the best antidotes against the 

tyranny of insoluble identities. 

 

 

El Greco, Portrait of a Man, 1595-1600. 

 


